
Kwik Kopy Unley  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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This is the third year I have arranged to have church activity calendar printed here.  results are 
always good and service very prompt.

 NiftyNev  - Secretary

10/03/2020Prompt Service & Reliability

Kwik Kopy is a wonderful place to go for all your printed needs whether it be calendars, business 
cards, key rings and the list goes on. Service is awesome. I could not fault them.

 Caresse  - Real Estate Agent

11/02/2020Great service

We get called on by the local rep. This was effortless. The design came back very quickly also 
effortlessly. Goods where then manufactured and delivered as per our requirement. Overall very 
effortless experience

 Sharon5039  - Office Administrator

11/02/2020Overall experience a pleasant one

Kwik Kopy have produced several products for us now. All have been fantastic quality with quick 
turn arounds. .

 CareSA  - Senior Administration Officer

15/12/2019Quality products & quick responses

Kwik Kopy Unley

I used Kwik Kopy for a last minute Christmas Marketing Idea and was impressed 
with their competitive pricing, prompt service and HIGH quality of work!

  
SteveMiller  - Business Development Manager

15/01/2020
Great service, products and well 
priced!“ ”
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Always happy with the service.  Quick and accurate turn around.

 Pool Care  - Secretary

14/12/2019Great Service

Excellent result with the Certificates and the gold foil

 Valeriezar  - Executive Assistant

13/12/2019Printing of Certificates

Jacqui is awesome! the delivery times are so quick and so helpful in our fast paced work 
environment.

 Ally Ricci  - Sales And Marketing Coordinator

13/11/2019Great Service

I frequently contact Kwik Kopy about a range of products from thermal rolls to promotional 
barrels and each conversation is detailed and personal to the needs of the business.

 MarketingCo  - Marketing & Promotions Coordinator

13/08/2019Exceptional communication and service

The MG car club has used Kwik Copy Unley for many years to print the 
monthly magazine and other items and always on time and great service

  
Berry6729  - Secretary

13/11/2019Great Service“ ”
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Had Kwik Kopy Unley provide a quote and supply the goods in a timely manner as promised. 
Excellent service.

 Tasso  - Laboratory Manager

14/08/2019Prompt service

Love working with these guys every job is done to perfection and the advice if I am not sure is 
great.

 Lelmac  - Creative Director

10/07/2019Always great service and great advice.

We have used Kwik Kopy Unley for many of our printing needs from envelopes to newsletters and 
are always very happy with the quick turn around and results. Thank you for all your hard work :)

 AugustaPt  - Adminstration

10/07/2019Fabulous service

Have been using KwikKopy for a hundred years and will for a hundred more

 Chezza  - Administration Manager

14/05/2019Very happy with our cards, letterheads etc

From Training Certificates to name badges and business cards, I’ve been very 
pleased with this great local business.

 
 Positive Minds Australia  - Managing Director

13/05/2019Brilliant quality and customer care.“ ”
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I placed an order for some work sheets, and received them within 5 days.  Excellent service.  
Thank you.

 Pool Care  - Secretary

13/04/2019Great Service

Kwik Kopy is my go-to printer for everything. Their staff, prices, turn-around time and quality of 
work are all excellent.

 SarahD  - Graphic Designer

12/04/2019Extremely Happy!

I regularly use Kwik Kopy for my printing.  Rob and Jane and the team are always friendly and 
helpful.  They deliver on time and deliver a great quality.  Thanks.  Wendy Tims

 Wendyprint  - Managing Director

10/04/2019Friendly service, quality product

My artwork for business cards was beautifully undertaken by Kwik Kopy Unley some years ago. 
Since then I’ve included sticker labels for envelopes and for return packages and also needed 
some internal signage. When details have changed,  they’ve been happy to update and reproduce 
the items in new colourways.  The product is always wonderful,  timely,  precisely as ordered and 
delivered cheerfully.  I was referred by a colleague and in turn recommend Kwik Kopy Unley to 
anyone needing excellent support with their personalised stationery.

 VLindsay  - Barrister

10/04/2019Wonderful, great quality and prompt

We used Kwik Kopy Unley in February to do print Flyers and Programs for us in a hurry. The 
service was quick, economical and the staff were extremely helpful.

 Penny458  - Owner

10/04/2019Fast and friendly service.
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The programmes for our Fringe show looked great, thank you!

 InUchoir  - Choir Manager

10/04/2019Helpful, fast and good prices.

Always respond in a timely manner and products are excellent

 Calisthenics  - Director Of Skills

10/04/2019Professional and efficient

Great little business with cheerful people and professional products.

 Barossa Boy  - Administrator

11/02/2019Great Service Review

I’ve just met Jacqui and she’s been excellent to deal with! More than helpful with providing us 
with all various options. I think that Kwik Kopy are fairly on par with competitors, but think when 
offering a quote maybe having a selection of different price points (so they don’t loose business / 
turn around times are quick as it’s right in front of the client, there and then)

 Emma Gilbert  - Marketing

13/02/2019Products - Excellent Quality

Exemplary work and customer service from start to finish. From initial 
consultation, follow up on details and speedy delivery I could not be happier 
with the service. Plus the price was great too!! 

 Ben EFL  - Accounts Manager

13/02/2019Outstanding Service“ ”
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Kwik Kopy made name tags for a reunion I was organising. They were exactly what I wanted and 
very reasonably priced. Only minor complaint - some of them had pins, some had clips and many 
of the pins didn’t close properly.

 Arcadia  

11/12/2018Friendly service

ALWAYS WILLING TO ACCOMODATE TO OUR EVERY NEEDS!!!

 Jaha  - Manager

11/12/2018
FANTASTIC QUICK RELIABLE SERVICE WITH A 
SMILE

Cannot thank them enough for their assistance and patience

 Chezza  

12/11/2018Above & Beyond

Jacqui at Kwik Kopy Unley is an absolute pleasure to work with. She always goes over and above 
to ensure they accommodate our requests on time and within budget.

 Erin00000  - Communications Officer

9/10/2018great service!

Great customer service in the selection of products for my requirements, clear 
concise communication, worked well within required timelines and delivered a 
fabulous product. Many thanks :)

 
 Natasha1  - Events And Grants Officer

16/01/2019
Great customer service and product 
provided“ ”
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we frequently use Kwik copy, they are great to deal with

 Softhands68  - Project Development Officer

10/09/2018A big help

We regularly use Kwik Kopy Unley, and the constant professional and friendly service, makes our 
job easier.

 Alison Amber  - Admin

14/08/2018Exceptional Service

Rang, responded, confirmed, actioned, updated, ready, picked up .... good!

 Jmf4  - Director

9/07/2018Quick and Responsive

Second time I’ve dealt with them and was easy and great price. They had everything at hand on 
file, created a proof of what I wanted and advised some alternate options. A couple days later the 
job was delivered and looked great!

 Getseen  - Director

28/03/2018So easy to deal with

I run my own business and I have used Unley Kwik Kopy for probably 20 years.  
The original owners sold the business (they were great) to Rob and Jane.  The 
service continues to be friendly and professional.

 
 WConsulting  - Managing Director

28/03/2018Great friendly team!“ ”
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Our business uses Kwik Kopy to print all our business cards.   They offer a quick turn around and 
great service

 Coulthard61  - Finance/Administration Officer

15/12/2017Great Service

Kwik Kopy Unley were so helpful in providing product information over the phone and via email, 
when I was unable to come into the store. They achieved a high quality result for our unusual 
request, and delivered to us within a tight timeframe - very pleased!

 Kwik Kopy Unley customer  - Tech Support

14/12/2017Fantastic service and products!

Return business after a number of years.  Always looked after well!

 Sully  - Fundraising Director

14/12/2017
Handy location, quick service and good prod-
uct

Thanks for you help and guidance through the process.

 Duane  - Owner

14/12/2017Great service with a smile!

Victoria produced lovely Christmas cards from my original painting of a 
reindeer - thank you

 
 Merry  - Retired

14/12/2017
Great result with fabulous colour and 
finish“ ”
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We have been using Kwik Kopy Unley to produce our annual Hughes Gallery exhibition program 
flyer for a few years now. We received our latest flyers the day after approving the proof version.

 Michcass  - Customer Service Officer

14/12/2017Speedy service

Printed 200 school recipe books - they came out wonderfully

 Goody  - School Recipe Book

14/12/2017Great advice, friendly service, good product

Very happy with the quality and service received, will be using them again

 Hughesy  - Skills Administrator

13/12/2017Great fast service

Excellent and quick! Just a phone call away and it happens!

 Carole  - Ops Manager

13/12/2017DL leaflet

My order was done and delivered extremely quickly.  Thank you.

 Pool Care  - Secretary

30/10/2017Extra Quick
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Excellent service, professional product, timely and cost effective

 Bezza  

24/10/2017Great service

Great response times and good communications between the Kwik copy team

 Briano  - CEO

4/09/2017Brilliant service and great people to deal with

We asked KK to design a profile document for a new employee and the designer was prompt and 
understanding of our requirements. There were very few changes required. We were happy with 
the end result.

 TGASA  - Assistant General Manager

28/08/2017
Prompt and obliging service. Happy with end 
result

I frequently order stationary and various products from Kwik Kopy Unley, If I can’t get to the 
store Rob happily delivers it to me. Very fast service. Competitive prices and great knowledgeable 
staff who are always willing to help.

 Davo  - Mechanical Workshop

25/08/2017
FANTASTIC QUICK RELIABLE SERVICE WITH A 
SMILE

The team were very efficient at responding to a quote request and turning the job around. To top 
it off the print quality was fantastic. Very happy.

 Skain  - Director

25/08/2017They don’t call them ‘Kwik’ for nothing!
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I approached the team at Kwik Kopy Unley for advice on a new company logo and business cards. 
Victoria was great to communicate with and really helped to put together the ideas we had. We 
are very happy with the final product. Thanks for making it an enjoyable experience!

 SA Pro Concrete Services  

19/06/2017Great service!

Very responsive to my request for updated business cards, helped with adjustments and got them 
out on time!

 Unleycustomer  - Consultant

17/06/2017Delivered what I asked for on time!

Rob and Victoria worked together to help and advised me of what would work for a D4 flyer for 
our trade shows. Very happy with result.

 Julie L  - Sales Manager

17/06/2017Excellent service and helpful team

Quality product - quick turnaround - skilled staff

 Donald  - Managing Director

8/06/2017Knowledgeable staff

I needed business cards prepared and the assistance of Kwik Kopy in converting my artwork into 
printable material was very helpful.

 Bryan  - Environmental Planner

8/06/2017
Good service converting artwork concept to 
print
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I needed A4 and A5 coloured laminated posters to display with our pastured free range eggs 
in various outlets. The Kwik Copy team turned the order round speedily, checking a couple of 
times about little details and making good suggestions. Pushed the order through so that I could 
conveniently pick them up end route. Great colour and the perfect stock for an in-store poster.

 CatrionaB  - Marketing Manager

7/06/2017Responsive. Quick turnaround. Great result.

Kwik Kopy Unley was recommended to me by a business colleague. I brought some artwork in 
and asked them to fix it up and improve then print it. They had the new designs, which I was 
really happy with, ready for print the next day and then delivered the cards to me the day after 
that. Just the type of experience I was hoping for.

 Getseen  - Director

7/06/2017Fast, friendly and great work

Kwik Kopy Unley are always extremely reliable it’s both product quality and their fantastic 
customer service!

 Marcusw  - National Marketing Coordinator

7/06/2017Always great products and impeccable service!

I had kwik copy do some things for me. Excellent customer service and very competitive pricing 
as well

 Dunks  - Service/Logistics Officer

7/06/2017great customer service and eye for detail

We have used Kwik Copy for a number of products including brochures and posters and they are 
always helpful and creative with their work and deliver quickly every time

 Keatesy  - Managing Director

7/06/2017great service price and products
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Very happy with the advice and service received - quotes, artwork and delivery all handled very 
efficiently.

 Helen L  - Coordinator

6/06/2017Very good service

Called Kwik Kopy and not only had the quote, but also finished product in just 2 days including 
graphics and an awesome final product. The most professional staff and organisation in general.

 Business Manager  - Business Manager

6/06/2017Best service and awesome product

Brochures printed overnight. Good quality and one time. Very pleased.

 Adbex  - Consultant

23/03/2017Fast turn around

Very friendly service. I happen to visit them while I’m driving through the area, and I am very 
glad I did that. They assisted me in setting up my new business signs, menus, business cards and 
Business Logos. They came really well and now everybody is liking the designs and styles. A whole 
lot of credit goes to Victoria, the graphic designer in Kwik Kopy Unley, she did an amazing job 
and I would recommend her to everyone. Very patient and amazing skills. Thank you Victoria. 
Thank you Kwik Kopy Unley for making my business stand out.

 Shiva  - Manager

23/03/2017
Excellent service & product delivered right on 
time

Happy to use and recommend them as they provide great service throughout all stages of the 
print job.

 Michcass  - Customer Service Officer

21/03/2017Made it easy
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services are provided in a professional, prompt way and nothing is too hard for the staff of Kwik 
Kopy Unley. good job folks.

 Johno  - General Manager Hospitality Service

24/02/2017Customer service excellence

Excellent value for money. Very professional staff.

 Billy Rose  

21/02/2017Quick and good quality printing

We used Kwik copy to do our Calisthenic Skill certificates, they were wonderful.  We had a small 
problem with some, and they instantly fixed it and sent new ones, just brilliant service.

 Sarah C  - Cal Skils Coordinator

21/02/2017Great service, excellent products

Kwik Kopy have their name for a reason. They are friendly and knowledgeable with their products 
and services. The time taken to complete any job is minimal and exceeds expectations every time! 
Working for a larger company, we have other printers that have had our business in the past; but 
after using Kwik Kopy once, we will be making them our regular printer.

 Kylie16  - Branch Manager

21/02/2017Great Service

Rob and staff did a great job of our new business cards. Excellent quality and fast turn around.

 Business Manager  - Business Manager

21/02/2017Fast, efficient, good job!
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The job that I commissioned was completed in a timely manner and was of excellent quality.

 David  - Sales & Production Manager

21/02/2017Great service & products

I have been dealing with kwikkopy Unley SA for a few years and have no complaint they will go 
out of their way to respond to our needs

 Ashb  - Warhouse Manager

21/02/2017Regular great service

Easy to organise, all done online to minimise the process

 Calisthenics  - Director Of Skills

17/01/2017efficient service

needed proof and production with in 48 hours-all achieved

 Not at this stage  - Events Manager

20/12/2016Superb urgent tun around

Kwik Kopy was recommended  by the Australian Calisthenic Federation to print a range of 
certificates for successful exam candidates This is a new procedure for me and Kwik Kopy were 
most helpful in helping me master the program

 Sylvania Calisthenics  - Nsw Skills Administrator

18/12/2016Great Service
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We came to Kwik Kopy with a vague idea on the company stationery we wanted however 
received fantastic service from the whole KK team - producing fantastic quality stationery, we 
were just overall ecstatic with the outcome. The communication, pricing and overall service just 
was very impressive and having the store around the corner gave us peace of mind we wouldn’t 
be able to be in contact at any point. We’re looking forward to placing another order with KK in 
the future and perhaps ordering additional products next time!

 Genevieve  - Administration & Marketing Officer

13/12/2016Fantastic Service & Quality

Kwik Kopy were very quick to respond to my online enquiry, and provided a very fast and 
reasonable quote for my print job. I got quotes from a few places and they were by far the 
cheapest. Once I accepted the quote the job was ready the next day. I would definitely 
recommend Kwik Kopy.

 Corinne  - Graphic Designer

8/12/2016Great fast service and fairly priced

I placed on order, and received it within days.  Very quick turn around.

 Pool Care  - Secretary

8/12/2016Extra Quick

Great prompt service and selection of Christmas Cards as usual.

 Donna  - Client Services Officer

8/12/2016Great Service

Arranged for all states and territories to send the KWIK KOPY spreadsheet to Unley for annual 
certificates to be produced and shipped to the state/territory.

 Calisthenics  - Director Of Skills

8/12/2016Efficient service
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My work team are always satisfied with the quality of printing from Kwik Kopy

 Amelia  - Library Officer

8/11/2016Great quality printing and guidance from staff

Rob and his team have serviced Ultra Tune SA and all the SA and NT Franchisees for many years. 
Deliver quality and on time print copy.

 Craig Drechsler  - Operations Manager

8/11/2016Great Service

Rob and his team at Kwik Kopy Unley are always helpful and accommodating when I contact 
them for printing services. Although the volume of work that I need is quite small in contrast 
to some of their other jobs, I never feel like it is less important, or that they can’t be bothered. 
Turnaround times are always prompt, and the quality of the finished product is always excellent. 
I’m thankful that I can call on them when needed to help me.

 Sharyn1982  - Practice Manager

8/11/2016Always prompt and professional service

Helpful staff who worked the digital product to get the job done. Delivery when expected.

 Warren  

28/10/2016going the extra mile

I needed invitations, place cards and some other prints for a baby shower. I already had the 
design but needed them printed and quickly. There were also issues with the format of the file 
I had, but that was not an issue for the amazing team at Kwik Kopy Unley. They have talented 
graphic designers who were able to work their magic and produce high quality invitations and 
prints. The whole team is so friendly and provided advice on how to achieve the best results for 
my prints. They worked with me to ensure I was happy with the end product and they produced 
everything on time. I will be using them again and would highly recommend them!

 Melissa P  - Solicitor

28/10/2016
Amazing quality prints & quick turnaround 
time!
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I have been a customer at Unley for probably 16+ years. They always deliver exactly what is 
ordered. Highly recommend them. Wendy

 WConsulting  - Managing Director

28/10/2016Great people, great service, always consistent!

We are only a relatively new customer at Kwik Kopy Unley and from the onset felt welcomed by 
Rob and his team. We felt listened to and got the impression no job was too small. Following our 
initial meeting and subsequent requests for publication work to be completed, we have been very 
pleased with the professionalism, prompt replies, jobs met all our deadlines and were looked after 
when we provided a lack on notice for one task.

 Johno  - National President Ihhc

23/10/2016Excellent documents and customer service

They have been printing labels for me for 3 years and I am happy with the results

 Wayne  - Owner

19/10/2016Excellent service

We have used Kwikkopy for all our Businesses printing needs for years now and could not be 
happier with them. From their fantastic customer service, top quality products and finishes to 
their prompt service with all our orders. We wouldn’t go anywhere else!

 Taps97  - Adminstration Coordinator

18/10/2016The best customer service going around!

From quote to completion, the service was exemplary

 Secure4u  - Managing Director

3/10/2016Great Service
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They helped me to get a poster printed at very short notice and then they offered me a discount 
because we are a community club.

 RoboRoos  - Community Club Treasurer

27/09/2016Quick response and great product

I recently got new business cards printed at Kwik Kopy Unley. The staff were friendly and 
professional. Great result. The cards were perfect.

 Jacqui  

27/09/2016Great Service!

Rob and his team at Unley Kwik Kopy are simply the best. Ultra Tune SA and our 23 Franchisee’s 
have used them for some time now and all the products we have them do for us are outstanding 
quality and delivered on time when requested. Great work guys. UTSA.

 Craig Drechsler  - Operations Manager Utsa Pty Ltd

27/09/2016product quality is outstanding

Always friendly, fast and professional service for our business card needs.

 Coulthard61  - Office Manager

23/09/2016Printing Services

We required a poster designed and formatted within a very tight time line, kwikkopy were 
responsive and creative so we ended up with a great result

 Keatesy  - Managing Director

23/09/2016Fantastic customer service
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My restaurant and cafe business uses Unley road branch for all our printing needs. The service 
and quality is always first class. I highly recommend if you need excellent printing done in a 
hurry.

 Happy chef  - Chef/Owner

23/09/2016Very Fast Service and great work

I visited Kwik Kopy a month ago and received friendly efficient service!

 Michell  

23/09/2016Fantastic, efficient service!

I have been engaging with Kwik Kopy on quite a few occasions, and am always extremely pleased 
with the quality of work that is produced. The customer service provided by Jemma and Rob 
always is outstanding, and ensures that all my expectations are not only met, but far exceeded. 
Highly recommended!

 Marcus Wallis  - Marketing Projects Officer

23/09/2016Extremely good customer service and quality!

In my recent work with kwikkopy Unley I have found them to be timely, accommodating and able 
to deliver a range of printing formats of high quality

 SA Dairyfarmers  - Ceo

22/09/2016Great products and flexible service

I always use Kwik Kopy Unley for all my printing and I am always happy!

 Smac  - Artist/Art Teacher

22/09/2016Brilliant, friendly, helpful and fast
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Got a great result for my brochure with very quick turn around and happy with the price. Would 
recommend

 Maho  

22/09/2016Great product and service

I am a Project Manager, as part of my role I need to constantly keep up to date with new 
developments and updating the public image of my projects. The team at Qwik Kopy always 
delivers great looking products that really stand out in a crowd, which is why I will be going back 
again very soon.

 Jren13  - Project Manager

23/08/2016Excellent Service and Great Turnaround Time!

I visited Kwik Copy to get my new business cards designed and printed and I’m happy that I did.  
Great service and the cards were produced quickly and delivered by the manager to my home 
address so that I would have them for the weekend!

 Mike Read  - Rpa Pilot

21/08/2016Great fast service

All my print jobs go to Kwik Kopy Unley, their professionalism and customer service is second to 
none!

 RealEstateProfessional  - Property Consultant / Auctioneer

21/08/2016Your one stop printing partner!

We have worked with Kwik Kopy Unley over a number of years and have always found the service 
provided by their team exemplary.  The team go out of their way to ensure the products are 
delivered on time and to a very high standard.  Kwik Kopy Unley is a pleasure to business with in 
an environment where service is paramount.

 MargieCB01  - Brand Manager

18/08/2016Great service
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Products and services are always to our satisfaction

 PositiveGroup  - Administration Manager

11/08/2016Great service at all times

Our office had a rush printing job for 250 folded brochures. Rob Merrylees of Kwik Kopy Unley is 
very professional and helpful. The brochures were delivered a day before our deadline and we are 
very happy with the result.

 Mars  - Marketing Coordinator

2/08/2016Great at customer service

I visited KK a month ago and the quality of the finished product was perfect. Proud to give it to a 
politician

 Realdeal  - Ceo

1/08/2016Special production of great piece of advocacy

Kwik Kopy have designed and printed my new business stationary.  Very happy with the result. 
Very patient in getting exactly what I required.

 Philippa  - Dr

26/07/2016business stationery

Always helpful and eager to please. Nothing too much trouble

 Jude  - Practice Manager

21/07/2016Great Service
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After working with Kwik Kopy for a number of years I have had good service and they are very 
cost effective.

 Ashb  - Procurement, Warehouse & Distributi

25/03/2016Fast and efficient service every time

We always use kwik Kopy for our Christmas Cards including the printing. The selection is great 
and our clients are always impressed. Try to go for a design that we haven’t used before and with 
the vast selection this is not a problem

 Donna  - Client Services/Admin Officer

21/03/2016Review of Services

I had a problem with a printed product that was incorrect. It was resolved straight away without 
question

 David  - Sales & Production Manager

21/03/2016Service & product



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.unley.kwikkopy.com.au


